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VITO ACCONCI Steps into Performance (And Out) (1979) 

1. INTO ACTION 

At the beginning, setting the terms: if I specialize in a medium, I would be fix

ing a ground for myself, a ground I would have to be digging myself out of, constantly, as 

one medium was substituted for another-so, then, instead of turning toward "ground" I 

would shift my attention and turn to "instrument," I would focus on myself as the instru

ment that acted on whatever ground was, from time to time, available. 

But I'm focusing on myself from a distance, as if from above: I see myself, I see the land, 

figures , around me .... (I'm too far away to be seen as a "self': I'm seen from the outside: 

I can be considered only as a "physical mover.") 

But, probably, I should not be seen at all: it's as if an action moves too quickly for an 

image to take place, have a place (but an image, though unseen, might have already had its 

effect on the action) . If there has to be an image, it would be: not a picture made of an ac

tion (or of a person performing an action) but a picture made through an action {through 

person to action). 

In the beginning was the word: start an action by stating a scheme-from there, the ac

tion takes off (takes me off) where it will. The general method is: fmd a way to tie myself 

in to an already existent situation-set myself up as the receiver of an action/condition 

that's already occurring outside me. 

Apply a language: "I" attend to " it." (My attention, then, is on "art-doing"-ways to 

make art-rather than on "art-experiencing"-ways to "see" art. "Art-experiencing" is 

treated as an assumption, a casual by-product.) 

There's no audience (or, if there is an audience, terms of "subject" and "object" are re

versed). More blatantly: it's as if a viewer has no place here-after all, I take on the viewer's 

function, I act as the audience for the situation outside me. 

But, once the action is done, an audience comes in, as if from the side. The action was 

• Vito Acconci. "Steps into Performance (And Om)," in A A Bronson and Peggy Gale, eds., Performance By 
Artists (Toronto Art Metropole, 1979), 28-40. 
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Vito Ammci, Step Piece, 1970 . 

Vito Acconci 
STEP PIECE 
Activ i ty 
102 Christopher Street (my home) ; four months (February-April
July-November), 1970 ; 8~~ each day 

An eighteen-inch stool is set up in my apartment ; each morning it 
is used as an excercise-tool. Each morning, during the designated 
months , I step up and down the stool at the rate of thirty steps 
a minute ; each morning, I continue the activity as long as I can 
do it without stopping. 

Daily training makes for daily improvement ; each day I can do the 
exercise longer . The training becomes part of daily life . After the 
one-month and two-month lay-offs , the effects of the training 
persist : improvement is more rapid than it was during the first 
month ' s activity . Then, after a three-month lay-off, the training 
begins to wear of: : I'm back where I started, I have to work my
self up to it again. 

(The activity is left open ; it is , in principle , a public performance: 
announcements are sent out to tne public , who can come to see the 
activity carried out, in my apartment, any time during the designated 
months . At the end of each month a progress-report is sent out to 
the public . ) 
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Vito Acconci 

STEPS (STEPPING OFF PLACE) 

Apartment 6B, 102 Christopher Street, New York City. 

SAM each day; revised schedule: 1970: February, April, July, 
November ... 

Project: An 1S-inch stool is set up in my apartment and used as 
a step . Each morning, during the designated months, I 
step up and down the stool at the rate of 30 steps a 
minute; each morning, the activity lasts as long as I 
can perform it without stopping. 

Progress Report: daily record of performance time: 
Second month (April 1970): 

J&.lg D!.!J::i:ltiQil 
April 1 7 min. 30 sec. 

2 6 min. 4 sec. 
3 9 min. 40 sec . 
4 s min . 35 sec . 
5 s min. 52 sec. 
6 9 min . 24 sec. 
7 10 min. s sec. 
s 11 min. 46 sec. 
9 13 min. 10 sec. 
10 14 min. 22 sec. 
11 15 min. 54 sec. 
12 16 min . 30 sec . 
13 17 min. 2S sec. 
14 1S min. 10 sec. 
15 1S min. 42 sec. 
16 19 min. 20 sec. 
17 20 min . 6 sec. 
1S 21 min. 40 sec. 
19 22 min. 52 sec. 
20 23 min. 1S sec. 
21 24 min. 0 sec. 
22 24 min. 34 sec. 
23 25 min. 20 sec. 
24 26 min. 54 sec. 
25 2S min. 0 sec. 
26 24 min. 16 sec. 
27 25 min. 0 sec. 
2S 27 min. 50 sec . 
29 26 min. 14 sec. 
30 26 min,. 10 sec. 

Third series of performances: July 1970; SAM each day. 

The public can see the activity performed , in my apartment any 
morning during the performance-month; whenever I cannot be home, 
I will perform the activity wherever I happen to be. 
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done not as a private activity (there was no notation of my interpretations, my feelings, my 

subjective experience) but as an exemplar, a model (there was the listing of facts) . The ac

tion was done, then, from the beginning, so that it could be turned into reportage, into ru

mor: the action, that started with a word (diagram-sentence), was done only to return to 

words (small talk) . 

This is "performance" only in the sense of: "the act or process of carrying out some

thing: the execution of an action." The appropriate medium, then, is that which packages, 

summarizes, achievement-magazines, news media. 

2 . AS PERSON 

What's developed, thus far, is a contradiction: the "!" that has been attending 

to "it" (as long as that "I" is seen from a distance as a moving integer, moving object) has 

become no more than an "it" itself. If I am using myself, then, I have to come back to my

self (rather than retreat into " it," into "things"); that self has to be lived up to (self as "per

son"- person as "motivational/interpretative agent") . 

In the back of my mind is starting to form a notion of a general condition of art

making: behind every (at least, western) art-work there's an artist-art-work, then, as the 

sign of an artist (or, conversely, art-work as a cover for the artist-but, in either case, the 

self is there, in the background, potentially presentable) . A logical consequence, then: push 

the self up to the foreground (art as presentation of self/presentation of artist). 

Forming a(n) (art)self. Applying a language: rather than attend to "it, " "!" attend to 

The form is frontal ("Here I am"); the movement is circular; the method is closure. " It," 

at least for the time being, fades away: the action is isolated from its surroundings-"!" have 

only "me,""!" need only "me." I am the agent of an action and, at the same time, there

ceiver of the action; "!" initiate an action that ends up in "me." 

(In the background, a notion of a general condition of art-experiencing: viewer, en

tering gallery/museum, orients himself/herself to an art-work as if toward a target, viewer 

aims in on art-work. This condition of target-making, then, can be a pre-condition: it can 

be used, beforehand, as a condition for art-doing-art-doing becomes isomorphic with 

art-experiencing. I can focus in on myself, turn in on myself, turn on myself, treat myself 

as a target; my activity of target-making, in turn is treated as a target by viewers.) 

The appropriate medium is film/photo (whether or not actual film / photo is utilized): 

I'm standing in front of a camera-the camera is aiming at me, the camera is (literally) 

shooting me-all the while, I can be doing what the camera is doing, I can be aiming in 

on myself. Over all, the film frame being formed separates my activity from the outside 

world, places me in an isolation chamber (a meditation chamber where I can be-have to 

be-alone with myself) . The implication might be: soon I'll come out, this is only a train

ing ground, it doesn't stop here. But, in the meantime, as far as the viewer can see, I'm 

caught in a trap. 

This can be defined as "performance" in the sense of "something accomplished" (the 

accomplishing of a self, an image, an object) . 
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On the one hand, the system is "open": if I turn on myself (applying stress to myself) , 

I make myself vulnerable, make myself available to (grabable by) a viewer. 

On the other hand, the system is "closed": if I both start and end the (same) action, I'm 

circling myself up in myself, I've turned myself into a self-enclosed object: the viewer is 

left outside, the viewer is put in the position of a voyeur. 

(It's as if I got side-tracked: I started out by thinking of "you"-but, then, working on 

myself in order to have myself presented to you, I became wrapped up in myself. So my 

concentration, my efforts, remained on "art-doing," not "art-experiencing." But, no mat

ter how self-enclosed I became, I must have had a viewer in mind all the time: by closing 

myself up in myself, I've fixed an image of myself, and that image has to have someone in 

mind, someone it can be presented to: it's as if, under the guise of concentration, training, 

meditation, all I was doing was setting up a pose.) 

"1," then, attending to "me," fixes a "me" (while leaving the " !" ineffectual to change 

it). "Person" is hardened, objectified; the viewer, in turn, can come only so far, the viewer 

is hardened in front of that "person." (I might have looked at you straight in the eye, but 

I've turned you to stone .... ) 

3 . ON STAGE 

If "person" (the saying of the word) results in the opposite of person, then 

"person" might have to be doubled: to get to "person," go "inter-person" (the introduc

tion of another agent). 

The appropriate medium here is video: video as rehearsal (contrasted to film as a fin

ished image)-video as an image about to be-video as dots, separate dots about to come 

together to be seen (almost as a last resort) as an image. The notion of video, then, as a 

backdrop, functions as an impulse to the connection/combination of elements/agents. 

(Setting the stage: the "other element" might be an object: an object is in front of the 

viewer-! am in front of the object, between object and viewer-! attend to, concentrate 

on, that object-if that concentration is carried to an extreme, I blend with that object, 

disappear into it-the object and I have formed a wall in front of the viewer. . .. Or, to 

look at it another way: the object, concentrated on so doggedly by a person, becomes per

sonalized, personified .... ) 

Two people, then, take their positions opposite each other, encountering each other. 

Apply a language: "I" attend to "him" /"her" while "he" /"she" attends to "me." 

The guise is: the breaking of the circle of "I" /"me." But the circle has only bulged, the 

circle is maintained as it is enlarged, now, to include-along with''!'' /"me"- "he" /"she" 

and "him"/"her." Concentrating on each other, we bound ourselves together in a circle: 

to keep our concentration, we need no one else, we have no use for anyone else. Con

centrating on each other, we form a "magic circle," a "charmed circle" no audience can 

enter. 

This is "performance" almost in the sense of a traditional "play." "He" /"she" and "I" 

make up the boundaries of a stage in front of the audience; the audience is witness to the 

physical movements of a plot: A leads B on, B becomes stronger than A, A and B com-
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bine into a union .... Enclosed in each other, we build a house for ourselves-the audi

ence looks in through the "fourth walL" 

The more each of us gets into the other's person, the less of a person each of us is to 

the audience: we are not "persons" but "representatives" (of a mystery, of an interaction 

ritual, of a psychology .. . ). 

Right before their eyes, then, we've made our exit. The physical movements of the plot 

are only blandishments to the audience; we have our own (mental) plot (we have our con

spiracy): ideally, we've started a relationship-or confirmed a relationship, or reversed are

lationship-that by this time is taking place elsewhere. So, by now, we're out of "art": the 

audience is left with nothing, the audience is left with only an empty stage. 

4. TO THE VIEWER 

To get back to "art," I have to make contact with those people who share in 

an art context: my space and viewers' spac~ should come together, coincide. A piece, then, 

takes place in a gallery/museum, in an habitual art situation: the gallery/museum, then, is 

treated as a meeting place, a place to start a relationship. 

(In the background: revise the notion of art as "presentation of a self/an artist": art, 

then, as a gift from artist to viewer: art, further, as exchange between artist and viewer .. . . ) 

Applying a language: "I" attend to "you" (while "you" attend to "me"-but, once I've 

occupied the subject-place of "attending," "you" have almost no time to do the traditional 

work of art-attending, "you" attend to "me" only as a by-product, only as reciprocity). 

The choice of place is, specifically, not " theater-space" (a place that an audience comes 

to, sits in) but "gallery-space" (a place that an audience passes through). 

The terms set up are: "1"/"space"/"you" ("you"/"space"/"me"). 

The basic structure: I set up a point (I set myself up as a point) at one end of a space

the space, whatever its shape, narrows into a channel between "you" and "me"-viewers 

"flow" toward that point while, at the same time, that point points to ("I" as a system of 

feelers toward) viewers. 

But, as long as "you" can focus on "me," the space around fades away: a direct line cuts 

through that space, almost in spite of the space-the space is peripheral, the space is only 

a background, a performance set (we might as well be anywhere/it's as if we're nowhere). 

I've retained, then, a "stage" for myself: this is a stage you can enter-but, since it keeps its 

aura of a stage, you remain off-stage (and only mentally on, as if at a movie, as if in front 

of a book), no matter how close you come. 

The basic structure, then, should be if the space and not within the space: not perfor

mance in a space but performance through a space. If, for example, I'm not so clearly visi

ble, then you the viewer can be "in a space" rather than "in front of me"-you are in a 

space where I happen to be in action. (In the space, we're making a place for ourselves, to

gether; you are performing for me as much as I'm performing for you.) 

This is "performance" in the sense of "carrying something through" (carrying through 

a space-performing a space-carrying myself through you throughout a space). 
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5. OUT OF MY PAST 

Once I am under cover, things move too quickly, there's nothing to stop me: since I'm 

not seen anyway, there doesn't have to be a performance; since there's no actual perfor

mance, this is only a place for potential performance; since there 's no "fact" here, I can 

withdraw into the past, disappear in the future; since my mode of being is so fluid, I can 

move through the viewer, past the viewer. . .. 

To stop myself, I have to come back into the space. In order to come back to the space, 

I have to face "you." In order to keep facing you, I need something to anchor me in the 

place where you are. But I have that anchor within me: now that I've gone into the past 

(or into the future, or into metaphor), "I" can never be the same again: "I" has a history, 

an autobiography: the past, that I could have withdrawn into, is brought back here, im

ported: the past functions as a weight that keeps me in place here. In order to face you, I 

have to face up to myself. 

(In the background: a notion of art as privacy that results in publicness-a private life 

makes a deposit in a public space, where private times come together in a public function.) 

Gallery/museum, then, is used as a buffer-zone: I bring something private into a pub

lic space-once that privacy is made public, I can't deny it-once it's brought back, later, 

to privacy, there's no reason not to face it. 

Applying a language: "I" attend to "you" through "me" I "I" attend to "me" through 

"you." 

It 's this phase of the work that might, finally, be claimed as "performance": roleplay

ing-1 act out my life in front of others, I change my life to be handed over to others. 

Gallery returns to theater. Image-structure: spotlight-performance arena-seating 

arrangement. (Granted that a gallery is for observing: as gallery-goers, then, are observing 

me, from the outside, I can, all the while, be observing myself, "from the inside.") 

The gallery is turned into itself: the gallery is turned into, literally, a museum. This is 

where I place my past in the spotlight, let it harden. Now that I've faced myself, I can leave 

my (old) image here, as a museum-piece. This gives you a quick introduction to "me"; I've 

left my autobiography as a calling card. 

6. ADDENDA: AFTER PERFORMANCE IS OVER 

I . As long as I'm there, in person, a piece is restricted by (to) my "personality": I can 

deal only with my person (physical), my past (psychological): my relation with you the viewer. 

2 . As long as I'm there, in person, I can go within and deal with (isolation-chamber) 

self-but I can't step out of myself far enough to deal with (external causes of) self. 

3. For an extra-personal world to come in, I have to go out. (I have to leave room 

for that world to turn in, and not merely to add an atmosphere, a background, to my 
"person.") 

4. As long as I'm there, in person, "you" and " I" remain on opposite sides, no matter 

how close we come; we remain "artist" and "viewer." 
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s. As long as I'm there, in person, no matter how hidden I might be, I'm in the spot

light, I'm the "star-attraction" you came for. 

6 . In order for you to have room of your own, in order for you to be free to move 

around the space, I have to move aside, I have to move out of your way. 

7. Behind the scenes, then, there's a structure of performance: I move from place to 

place (exhibition space to exhibition space)-! act (build) according to the space-! move 

on to another place. 

8. Behind the scenes, there's costuming, roleplaying: a piece is directed toward a par

ticular cultural space-a piece in New York is different from a piece in LA is different from 

a piece in Milan is different from a piece in Cologne. 

9. On the scene, I've left my voice, as if calling a meeting to order. (My voice is left as 

an oppression that, eventually, people will have to react against, leaving the space, ending 

the meeting and starting an action.) 

IO . Scenes from people's performanc~ : Wall (presence/ body-to-body)-Ladder (di

rection/ escape )-Machine (action/ explosion) . 

Biography of Work ( I969-8 1) 

I. LIFE-WORLD . The agent (artist) finds a place for self: the agent functions as receiver of 

an external world, the agent ties self into an existent system outside the self. A piece is 

meant to submerge the agent into environment; the agent is lost, no "thing" exists: a piece 

functions as a private activity-that private activity, however, exists only so that it can be 

made public later, like a news event, through reportage or rumor. Example: FOLLOWING PIECE, 

1969 

2. PRESENTATION OF SELF. The agent makes self into a place: the agent concentrates on 

self, the agent proves that concentration by applying stress to the self, the stress makes the 

self vulnerable and available to viewers. The agent, made into a place, doesn't need to have 

a place (the form of the pieces is: black figure on white ground) . The mode is self-sufficiency: 

the agent starts an action, the action ends back at the agent. This circular movement turns 

person into object (an object that viewers can target in on through photographs and film) . 

Example: CONVERSIONS, I970 

3. EXCHANGE POINT . Art is taken literally as communication: the exhibition-area is treated 

as a place where the agent, in person, meets viewer. The agent might function as a still 

point, that viewers move toward (agent as pied piper) , or as part of the space that viewers 

are in (agent as stage-director); the agent can introduce self, in the present, by means of the 

past (autobiography) or the future (fantasy)-the viewer is in danger of being implicated 

in the power-field exerted by that autobiography or fantasy. Example: SEEDBED, 1972 

4· PROJECTION SPACE. From this point on, the agent is no longer present but behind the 

scenes. The exhibition-space resembles a movie: a piece consists of slide-projections {that 

transform the gallery walls into deep space, other places) and audiotape (through which the 

• Vito Acconci, " Biography of Work 1969- I98 1," in Dommctttll 7, 1 (Kassel : Documenta, 1982) , 174-75 
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agent's voice is transformed into other voices, other persons). The exhibition-space is a 

floating space, out of the present: this is the realm of history or fiction-both agent and 

viewer have no secure footing here, the exhibition-space is a container of fleeting images. 

Example: OTHER VOI CES FOR A SECOND SIGHT, I974 

5. COMMUNITY MEETING- PLACE . If a piece is "concrete" (making no claims to "univer

sality"); if a piece is designed for a specific space, so that it can exist nowhere else; if a piece 

grows out of the space it will go into- then, in the same way, a piece should be culture

bound (a piece is oriented toward a particular community of viewers). The exhibition

space might be used as a town-square, where people gather together, or as a passageway, 

where people can stop on their way somewhere else. Audiotape might serve here to call a 

community-meeting to order, or to call a community into existence. (A piece can push a 

viewer up against a wall: at some point the viewer has to take stock of the situation, gather 

up resources, fight back against the piece which functions as an instrument of oppression.) 

Example: WHERE WE ARE NOW (WHO ARE WE ANYWAY) , I976 

6 . MACHINE. Once a community-meeting has taken place, there has to be an occasion 

to put the decisions made at that meeting into effect (or else viewers are left sitting there, 

contemplative, turned in on themselves and neurotic) . A piece can be used to connect one 

point of a space to another and, thus, tie the space up: the piece, then, can provide a point 

of release, where a viewer has the potential to untie the bind, setting off an explosion (this 

explosion can be directed outside the space, or it can be turned back on the space itself). 

Audio and/ or video can function here as cultural media, advertising, that prompts a viewer 

into action (audio/ video can fill the viewer with a bloated image of self) . Example: VD 

LIVES/1V MUST DIE, 1978 

7. VEHICLE. From this point on, the pieces are no longer dependent on a specific space. 

A piece can travel from place to place, carrying its own space with it; a piece can be like a 

turtle, carrying its own home on its back. On the one hand, this is the situation of tradi

tional "studio art" (the artist makes a work, in the privacy of the studio, and displays it later 

in public, ignoring the context); on the other hand, this is the situation of "guerilla war

fare" (guerilla fighter makes a bomb, in the secrecy of the basement, and "displays" it later 

in public, destroying the context). Example: THE PEOPLEMOBILE, 1979 

8 . SELF-ERECTING ARCHITECTURE . . Rather than carry with it a fixed space, that is imposed 

on viewers, a piece can carry with it a potential space: a piece can be in the form of an in

strument or vehicle that, when operated by a viewer, erects a shelter (a building) that car

ries (presents) an image (a sign). The piece might be designed for use by a single person, 

who makes one thing (home, private space) for s~lf and another thing (public space, mon

ument) for others; or it might be designed for a group of viewers working together to con

struct (or reconstruct, or deconstruct) a city. Using the piece, the viewer becomes con

firmed as the puppet of a culture; but the propaganda of that culture remains in existence 

only so long as a viewer keeps the piece going. Example: INSTANT HOUSE, 1980 
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